Abstract. Vehicle detection and tracking have been promising application in traffic surveillance and vehicular network. However, the vision-based approach still remains a challenging task due to the problems of illumination variation, shadow and occlusion. In this paper, we propose a robust framework mainly concatenates on two aspects: adaptive vehicle detection with shadow removal, and vehicle tracking with occlusion handling. Firstly, for vehicle detection stage, an improved ViBe algorithm with ghost suppression is adopted to extract moving vehicle region. Then moving shadow is removed by integrating improved color with texture feature. Then, aiming to achieve the multi-vehicle tracking, we propose an enhanced histogram of the oriented gradient combined with HSV color space based on particle filter (ECHOGPF). Finally, we employ the occlusion detection and occlusion segmentation to refine our system, which are based on one-dimensional maximum entropy and the least square ellipse fitting. Experiments on popular datasets show that our proposed system has a good effectiveness, e.g., the accuracy is 95% on the vehicle tracking.
Introduction
The vehicle detection and tracking play a vital role in many vision-based intelligent transportation system applications. As existing gradual or sudden illumination changes, occurrence of shadow and vehicle occlusion, there are great difficulties among vehicle detection and tracking. We aim to design a robust framework, which could handle these problems. Our proposed system is consisted of background modeling, particle filter, one-dimensional maximum entropy and features like HSV color space, local texture, and histogram of oriented gradient.
Background modeling [1, 2] is the most commonly method used in the task of real-time detection. Compared with the GMM algorithm [4] and codebook algorithm [5] , the visual background extractor [3] has got more attention due to its high precision, and fast processing speed. Li et al. [6] propose an improved ViBe algorithm that could suppress ghost well. As the shadow could cause objects merging, the distortion of shape and tracking loss, Cucchiara R et al. [7] use HSV color space, and Javed and Shah [8] apply the gradient direction to detect the shadow. However, there exists some shortcomings for the methods, which are based on HSV color space, i.e., some parameters should be adjusted depending on different traffic environments and single feature can't always work well. Therefore, we integrate the local texture feature with an improved non-parametric feature of HSV color space to remove shadow.
After detected the interest objects, we present a new appearance observation likelihood model in which the similarity of appearance between targets with a template is calculated. Feature is indispensable for appearance modeling. Sugimura et al. [9] uses color histogram for crowd tracking. Dalal et al. [10] apply histogram of oriented gradient in human detection. We combine enhanced the HOG feature with color histogram for precision and complementary description of feature. A good appearance model is of great aid to the task of tracking.
As the occlusion could result large tracking error, it has been one of the main research topics in video target tracking field for a long time. In general, occlusion is segmented by three kinds of methods: feature-based [12] , model-based [13] , and contour-based [14] . The feature-based approach usually costs too much time and makes vehicle tracking hard to be real-time. Kamijo et al. [13] prop- osed a solution based on random field models. However, the model-based method introduces unknown variables and usually could not adapt to the changed environment. The contour-based method could be failed if the foreground is incomplete. Comaniciu et al. [15] proposed a new object appearance based on mean-shift for partial occlusion problems. Wu et al. [16] proposed a partial occlusion detection approach based on the reduction of particle weights within the occluded regions. Many related occlusion segmentation methods are based on specific tracking algorithm. In this paper, we propose an adaptive occlusion segmentation method, which can handle multi-vehicle occlusion and be applied to other tracking framework. Our framework is based on the well-known particle filter [11] , which is robust and flexible, and which has the ability to deal with the non-Gaussian and nonlinear models. As shown in Fig. 1 , our system consists of the following modules: vehicle detection (ViBe background modeling, update and shadow removal), vehicle tracking (occlusion detection and segmentation, ECHOG appearance model, and particle filter tracking), and access to traffic information.
Vehicle Detection and Tracking Framework
Adaptive Background Modeling for Vehicle Detection. The algorithm of background modeling ViBe (visual background extractor) introduces randomization. The algorithm mainly comprises of three steps. The first step is to initialize the model using the strategy of random selection. The second step is to update the background model. The third step is to randomly propagate the pixel of the background image to its neighborhood based on the principle of pixel spatial relativity. How to initialize the background model is a significant aspect for vehicle detection. There exists two ways to initialize in the previous method. The one method which uses the first frame of the video sequence to initialize the background model and this method achieves fast speed of initialization. However, the ghost will appear when the target exists in the first frame. In this case, the real background pixel could not match the background model once the target left and this region becomes ghost. Therefore, we adopt multi-frame initialization algorithm which is based on ViBe detection [6] . The improved algorithm can suppress ghost well. An intuitive description is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2(c) shows the result for original ViBe algorithm, and Fig. 2(d) shows a better result which is obtained by our method. Moving Shadow Detection Integrating Improved Color and Texture. Using the background modeling, each pixel could be classified into two classes: foreground and background. However, the foreground image is likely to contain the shadow. It causes incorrect object information and may lead to occlusion. Therefore, shadow detection is significant during tracking. Many previous studies have been discussed about the shadow elimination. However, the existing models, which are based on HSV color space or based on texture, i.e., LBP, all have some drawbacks. For example, if the color between moving object with background is similar, the region of the object may be detected as shadow mistakenly. For the most methods, the threshold parameters should be constantly optimized [15] . Therefore, we combine the feature of LBP and improved non-parametric HSV color space. The Fig. 3 is an intuitive description for the shadow detection. In the region covered by shadow, the change of luminance is bigger than hue and saturation. The mask of shadow C HSV is calculated by Eq. 1.
where I t v (x, y) and B t v (x, y) are pixel value of luminance channel for the given foreground image and background image of frame t. We utilize the I t h (x, y)between two adjacent frames to discriminate shadow. The advantage of this method is that there are no parameters in the above process. Then, we use LBP operators to compute the texture mask L LBP . Texture similarity ρ between the regions of shadow with background is measured by histogram intersection using the Eq. 2.
where h n I denotes histogram of current frame, and h n B denotes histogram of background image. Once obtaining the likelihood, the foreground pixels could be classified into shadow and target.
where T LBP is set by the user according to actual video surveillance environment. L LBP is shown in Fig. 3(b) and C HSV is shown in Fig. 3(c) .To get the result of shadow segmentation, we need to AND C HSV to L LBP . Certain areas of vehicles are detected as shadow mistakenly. So we refine the final mask though connected-components analysis. Fig. 3(d) shows the result of foreground image.
ECHOGPF Vehicle Tracking Algorithm. The output of the vehicle detection is a binary object mask which is used to perform tracking. Tracking is a consecutive task which aims to search the best-match object in the current frame and update feature of the template for an accurate match in the subsequent frame. Our proposed method，ECHOGPF, mainly consists of three parts. The first part is color histogram and enhanced HOG (ECHOG). The second part is particle filter tracking over time based on ECHOG appearance model. The third part is the appearance template matching used for checking whether the candidate bounding box matches the target in previous frame or not. In this paper, the template is progressively updated at each time instant.
ECHOG Appearance Model. Color histogram represents the distribution of colors in an image. It is the most popular appearance model in multi-object tracking system because of its effectiveness on obtaining statistical information. We compute a 3D HSV color histogram of concerned vehicles. One point worth noting is that the number of bin should be balanced because of bad discriminant effect when being too large or small. In our model, we choose 8 bins for h-channel, 12 bins for s-channel, and 3 bins for v-channel. Therefore, the total number of elements of HSV color histogram descriptor, which is used to compute similarity distance, is 288. However, the color histogram has a drawback due to the loss of the spatial information. Therefore, we improve the appearance model through combining the enhanced HOG descriptor [16] .
Histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) is one kind of gradient descriptor, which is usually employed to image processing and object detection. Firstly, color-image is preprocessed by graying. 
where S center (i) is ith bin in the central block and S j (i) is ith bin in jth block. RD j (i) is the ith bin of RDHOG descriptor in jth block. In this way, 288 bins make up a 288-dimension feature vector. By combining 3D HSV histogram with HOG and RDHOG descriptor, the model becomes more robust. It can not only work well in normal light condition but also the low contrast environment. The above descriptors are integrated into the particle filter framework for vehicle tracking.
Particle Filter Framework. Particle filter provides a probabilistic framework for recursive dynamic state estimation [17] . The goal is to estimate the posterior distributions of state variables that are represented as sets of weighted particles. A particle is one possible state of target. The filter is initialized by the state of target at the start time. The steps are shown as follows. The first stage is prediction. Particles are propagated from frame t-1 to frame t using the following motion model
S(i, t) = A × S(i, t − 1) + W(i, t − 1)
where S(i, t) denotes the state of ith particle in frame t. The parameter A denotes state-transition matrix and W denotes Gaussian distribution of random variables. The second stage is to update. We compute a weight for each propagated particle using our appearance model and normalize all of weights to sum to one. The third stage is to resample to avoid particle degeneracy phenomenon. The particles with low weight are deleted and high weight particles are replicated. As a result, a new set of equal weight particles can be generated [18] . Object Matching. Object matching aims to determine which object O n j in current frame is the most relevant with the object O n−1 j in previous frame. Therefore, we need to measure the similarity between the observation and template. The color or HOG feature is used to describe in many other measurements. In this paper, we build a new combination evaluation for tracking vehicles. Firstly, we resize the bounding box of the target to the same size of template. Fig. 4(c) shows the target binary foreground image of target in Fig. 4(b) . The HOG image and HSV histogram of the target are shown in Fig. 4 
Where
Using the HSV and HOG descriptors, we can get HSV weight d HSV,n j and HOG weight d HOG,n j of jth particle in frame n. h i j denotes ith bin in the observed histogram of the jth particle and h i t denotes the ith bin in the histogram of template of the jth particle. In this paper, we set N is 288 for HSV descriptor and 324 for HOG descriptor. The RDHOG weight D RDHOG,n j is calculated by Eq. 8
where b i j and b i t denotes the ith bin of RDHOG descriptor of the observed object and template. The number of D is 288. D RDHOG,n j denotes the difference between the central block and its neighbor blocks. The weight of jth particle in frame n is given in Eq. 9. A Novel Occlusion Handling Method. Due to the phenomenon of interaction and overlapping between vehicles, the detected candidate bounding box may contain multiple vehicles. The appearance of a vehicle will exhibit different in two adjacent frames when occlusion exits, and thus make it difficult to associate the same vehicle extracted from the frames. The two main problems should be solved in occlusion segmentation that are occlusion detection and multi-vehicle segmentation.
A lot of study work has been done for occlusion detection. Our occlusion detection is based on geometrical shape of area because the adaptable algorithm needs less prior knowledge and processing speed is relatively fast. When occlusion happens, the duty ratio R d = R V /R B and aspect ratio R a = R H /R w become abnormal where R V denotes the area of the vehicle region and R B denotes the envelop rectangle. R H and R w are the height and width of the rectangle. The detailed detection is designed as follows. The smaller value of R d , the more likely the region is abnormal and R a is on the contrary. If R d <Y d or R a >Y HW , we regard this region as abnormal. Under the basis of vast analysis and careful studies, we set Y d as 0.75 and Y HW as 1.55. In non-occlusion cases, we use particle filter to predict the positions of vehicles in current frame. In occlusion cases, we must segment all vehicles in one candidate box, and track them in particle filter framework.
To solve the problem of the segmentation of vehicles with occlusion, we first adopt the one-dimensional maximum entropy method to split the image into a binary segment image, and some result are shown in Fig. 5(f) . In this paper, the candidate region is a rectangle surrounding the vehicles. For better splitting, we apply histogram equalization and image gray-scale transformation to enhance the contrast of candidate bounding box. Then the least square ellipse is utilized to fit the connected region of the binary image. The long axis of ellipses is in the direction of lane. Lines that are parallel to the major axis of these ellipses divide the foreground boundary into several sub-boundaries depending on the number of ellipses. For the case of multi-vehicle occlusion, three or more ellipses can be detected with the one-dimensional maximum entropy method. The lines scan the region between the two each close centers of ellipses to find the least sum of distance from the centroids of sub-boundaries (Fig. 5(g) and Fig. 5(h) ). In contrast to many algorithms which mainly focus on occlusion of two vehicles, three or more vehicles can be segment effectively. Fig. 5(b) shows the result of segmentation and tracking for object#3 in Fig. 5(a) .
Experiments and Results
Experiment setup. In this section, we evaluate our proposed system based on several video sequences. These video sequences contain various traffic environments respectively, and we could detail describe each video in the following. Vehicle video1 denotes low or medium traffic flow. The highway II video denotes the medium traffic flow with the occurrence of shadow. Vehicle video2 denotes a high traffic flow with serious occlusion.
The experiments are performed in PC platform with Intel Core i5 with a 3.3-GHz central processing unit and 3GB of RAM. Our approach is developed in C++ using OpenCV Library [19] . OpenCV is a library of programming functions mainly focuses on image processing and computer vision. The obtained experiment results are compared with the other two similar methods proposed by Lien et al. [20] and Scharcanski et al. [21] . The method proposed by Lien et al. [20] mainly focuses on texture-based object segmentation and tracking. The method proposed by Scharcanski et al. [21] is designed to detect occlusion and track vehicle using a Rayleigh distribution based on particle filter.
Performance analysis. For the evaluation of tracking performance, the measurement includes three factors: correct tracking which denotes the number of correctly tracking frames, missing tracking which denotes the number of missing tracking frames and false tracking which denotes the number of false tracking frames. Table 1 shows the comparison between our proposed method with the other two methods. Aim to evaluating the effectiveness of our framework, we evaluate all of them on three videos. Although the method of Lien could effectively detect vehicle without background model, the texture-based target tracking method may fail when the texture feature of vehicles is similar. Compared with the method of Lien, our appearance model could hold essential characteristic of vehicles more accurately. From the table, we could see that the system of Lien has lower correct fraction in video2 due to it can't deal with occlusion. The method proposed by Scharcanski could handle occlusion and the correct fraction is slightly higher. However, this algorithm has limitations in dealing with occlusion because it can't be applied to other tracking system. And it performs worse in poor lighting or shadow environments because the method can't detect shadow well. Our system has high correct fraction in traffic scene with shadow which shows the robustness.
As expected, our approach outperforms the other two systems. Experimental results show that our proposed framework was running at about 20 frames per second and the accuracy of tracking can approach 95%. However, when the vehicles in the video are so far away that appear too small, their local appearance characteristics and spatial relationships can't be captured completely. That is the reason of high missing tracking ratio and false tracking ratio. One solution is to set up the region of interest in the central region of the video. In this way, we can discard the region near the border and improve our system performance. 
Summary
In this paper, based on particle filter, we present a robust processing system for vehicle detection and tracking while satisfying the real-time constraints, which can handle shadow and occlusion effectively. The improved feature fusion is efficient for shadow detection. And the enhanced appearance model works well in different environments. Our proposed occlusion segmentation can handle occlusion accurately. Experiments under different illumination intensity and traffic flow demonstrate the robustness and efficiency of our framework.
